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Also in this week’s issue:

The recent outbreak of COVID-19 throughout the United States, especially in the tri-state area, has forced schools, bars, restaurants, and other non-essential businesses to close their doors for the month of April. Through this news is devastating, Trinity College officials view this as time that can be spent better preparing for the month’s most important holiday, No, not Easter. Apr. 20, better known as 4/20, is now not just a singular day, but a month-long celebration thanks to the fine folks in Barnyard. For those who are unaware, Apr. 20 is widely known as the holy day of obligation for marijuana enthusiasts to toke proudly. From the month’s most important holiday. No, not Easter. Apr. 20, better known as 4/20, is now not just a singular day, but a month-long celebration thanks to the fine folks in Barnyard. For those who are unaware, Apr. 20 is widely known as the holy day of obligation for marijuana enthusiasts to toke proudly. From the month’s most important holiday. No, not Easter. Apr. 20, better known as 4/20, is now not just a singular day, but a month-long celebration thanks to the fine folks in Barnyard. For those who are unaware, Apr. 20 is widely known as the holy day of obligation for marijuana enthusiasts to toke proudly. From the

To see why Greek life is so upset, please scroll down to the back page and check out AD’s revival of West Side Story.
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Opinions expressed in Liepod editorials represent the views of the entire Trinity community. Those opinions are meant to offend all readers of the paper. Additionally, opinions expressed in the Opinion section belong to the entire Liepod staff and must be taken extremely personally. TLDR: this is satire and should be read as such.
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Fake News

Who Cares About the Quad?

Trinity students and alums, old and new, seem to have a special love for the barren wilderness that is Trinity’s quadrangle. The Admissions Office offers the dubious claim that it is the largest unobstructed college quad in the nation. Those claims aside, the “fondness” for the quad is stupefying to this scrappy Bantam. How can you worship what is now a barren shell, bereft of foliage save a few aged trees that will probably be gone when the administration comes through with another team of axe bearers? If there are no more elms (which seems likely the case at this point), how dare you continue to hum that irritating anthem as you stumble intoxicated down the Long Walk. Your arrogance astounds this humble, Sabelpoot Bantam (it’s a breed, go look it up). Thus, with all the strengths I can muster, I clutch the following: "President Berger-Sweeney, tear down this quad." Of course, you cannot literally tear it down, but after the most recent pruning season—an unreasonable one to say the least—it would seem that the most apt solution to the heinous look of the Quad would be its replacement with a crater. Yes, a glorious crater, about 100 meters deep at its center, that says to the world: We’ve made it. This is what we’re about. This crater says it all. It says come to Trinity and you’ll never get out; you’ll fall into the hole and stay a fifth year. It says come and stay awhile after you get a B in Econ 101 and have to repeat a semester to stick with the major. It says come and wander into me, instead of the Hall Basement, after a night of inebriation. It says no matter how high I aim- I’ll end right back up at the bottom of this giant pit.

I know, I know, this is a disturbing proposition to you. You want to reach for the stars. You have spent your time at Trinity believing in the superiority of this Quad. But was it ever really superior? Was it wet, uneven terrain, scrappy trees, and dying lawn ever worth it? Or was it more of a depository for your empty Ty Natural Light cans after an evening soiree? I don’t know what foul act brought Dutch Elm Disease to this campus, but I do know this: a crater is more representative of a Quad right now. A crater epitomizes Trinity at its stereotypical best: the low points of Econ and the last rung as you drunkenly amble on Vernon on a Saturday night. Long live the Coop.
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Want to join the Liepod?

We told you last year. Please don’t. We don’t want your input.

Diagram of Emails from the Administration

COVID-19 Updates
Concerning Students or the Pandemic?

Pandemic

Students

Is It Health-Related or Academic Related?

Health-Related

Academic Related

Student Health

Other Stuff (Academic Related)
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Long Live the Coop.
Breaking: Memes Are So Good, Even Greek Life Loves *Tripod*

*The Trinity Liepod* is the *Tripod*'s annual April Fool's Day issue. A real version of the *Tripod* can be found on our website at www.trinitytripod.com.